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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2017. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. Private investigator Eddie Shoes is enjoying a rare period of calm. She s less lonely now
that Chava, her card-counting mom from Vegas, is sharing her home. She also has a new
companion, Franklin, a giant dog of curious ancestry. Hoping for a lucrative new case, Eddie
instead finds herself taking on a less promising client: her best friend from her childhood in
Spokane. Dakota has turned up in Bellingham in jail, where she is being held on a weapons charge.
Eddie reluctantly agrees not only to lend her friend money for bail but also to investigate who is
stalking her. Soon after Dakota is freed, she disappears again, leaving Eddie to answer to the local
cops, including her ex-boyfriend Chance Parker. Has Dakota been kidnapped? If not, why did she
jump bail? What are Eddie s business cards doing on the bodies of two murder victims? The key to
these mysteries lies in Dakota and Eddie s shared history, which ended when Eddie left home after
high school. As a person of interest in both murder cases, Eddie is forced to go in search of...
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This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V

The most e ective pdf i ever go through. It is probably the most incredible book i have got study. You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ahm a d Hea ney-- Ahm a d Hea ney
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